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Dogs have a
“friendly” gene, and 
other physiological 
factors that make 
them the perfect best 
friend





• There is a nature vs. nurture debate of
what makes a dog such a great friend
• Dogs have specific biological 
components that contribute to our 
ability to form relationships  
• There are both physiological and 
genetic factors
Objectives
• To research the genetic connection 
between Williams syndrome and the 
friendliness of dogs
• To learn about physiological factors 
behind a dog’s personality
Results
• Dogs have variants of genes, that, when 
deleted in humans, cause Williams 
syndrome, which results in hyper-
sociability
• Dogs with round faces are able to look 
us in the eye, which makes them better 
at following directions and builds trust
• A dog can follow a human pointing their 
finger, which means that dogs are able 
to recognize human intention, aiding in 
communication
• Dogs are able to communicate with 
humans by changing their bark, which 
humans easily recognize
• Both humans and canines have a region
in their brain that responds to positive 
emotional stimuli
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A pug, showcasing the round, flat face that allows them to look humans in the eye
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